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ABSTRACT
The study of speech communr
cation presupposes a preli-
minary segmentation involv-
ing the identification of
cues segments and their cha-
racteristics.The task of the
present investigation consi-
sted in the determination
and comparative description
of different speech segments
correlated in duration in
spoken utterances for Ger-
man, English, Swedish and
Danish.

1 . INTRODUCTION
The organization of spoken
connected speech implies the
selective extraction of lin-
guistic objects which is ins
possible without segmentatr
on.There are three principal
difficulties arising in the
process of solving a task of
speech recognition both in
the context of natural speed
communication and inkhe ap-
plication of automatic reco-
gnition devices: optimum se
gmentation of an object wh'
is very difficult for the
units to be recognized have
no clear-cut boundarieszac-
counting for the variabili—
ty~factor of object characte
ristics ( for instance,vari—
ability of articulation andacoust c characteristics of
a speaker);identification
of a set of key characteri-
stics.The orientation to —

wards key segments enables
us to differentiate between
micro-,medi- and macroseg-
mentation. In microsegmenta-
tion key segment we include
audial and acoustic intra-
sound/intersound transient
processes, occlussions,fri-
ctions, explosions,subsound
and soundsegments, syllabic
segments.The following can
be cited as segmentation u-
niversals at the audial le-
vel: segmentation at the ne-
uron level with the orienta-
tion towards changes on the
domain of F.; reaction onkhh
maximum values of spectrum
energy and changes in timing
of speech signal energy.Cer-
tain acoustical characteris-
tics of the microsegmentati-
on can also be defined as u—
niversels: presence/absence
of F.; instantaneous change
of F. at the transition from
a consonant to a vowel and
from a vowel to a consonant;
presence/absence of spectrum
noise; noise localisation at
the frequency scaled noise
intensity; noise duration;
presence of low and/or high
frequency spectrum energy.
The objects of macrosegmen-
tation are phrases, senten-
ces and fragments of spoken
text. Between the objects
of micro- and macrosegmenta-
tion is the phonetic word
(the accentual group with
proclitic and enclitic syl-
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lableg)‚ which makes it po—
ssible to separate mediseg-
mentation,where we are gu-
ided by the following cha-
racteristics: specific re-
alization of prosodic and
spectral characteristics of
juncture sounds: time cor-
relation between segments
within phonetic word: inte-
gral intensity of phonetic
word; qualitative and qu-
antitative characteristics
of stressed/unstressed vo-
wels within phonetic word.
In implementing the macro-
segmentation of speech pro-
sodic characteristics are
the principal ones as well
as an account for syntactic
and semantic information.

2 PROCEDURE
The investigation was ba-
sed on the German, English,
Swedish and Danish material.
We have recorded 20 speaker
male and female for each
language.The experimental
corpus contained a set of
interlingual identical word-
which were included into a
set of sentences having 1-
dentical rhythmic and syns
tactic structures. All aco-
ustical characteristics we-
re extracted at the first
stage by intonograph and at
the second stage by MICRO
SPEECH LaB-ver.3. One aim
of our investigation is to
systematically describe and
to define realizations of
duration of different speech
segments in connected text.
To discover correlation for
duration data of different
speech segments the correla
tion coefficient P was de
termined: Ê X; ‘—I-
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The H.-hypothesis of the
independence of relation of
data was tested by means of
t-criterion with p=5%.It
was necessary to determine:
a)the nature of the time

correlation between the ad-
joining subsound segments
within syllable of the fol-
lowing types:occlusion ( se—
parately for voiced/unvoiced
segments),explosion,friction
aspiration,pransition:b)the
nature of the time correla-
tion between adjoining so-
und segments within phone-
tic wordgc) the nature oflthb‘
time correlation between the
syllables within phonetic
word;d)the nature of the co-
rrelation in duration betwe-
en unstressed and stressed
vowels within sentence.

5.DIBOUBSIGN
In the course of the study
of speech behaviour it was
discovered that the tempo-
ral and structural organiza-
tion of speech movements
calls for a complicated spe-
ech programme in the brain.
It should be noted in this
connection that at present
the following problems are
being studied an the domain
of the temporal organizati-
on of spoken utterance:
-the determination of syn-
thesis algorithms ofbhyth—
mic pattern of the utterane
ce ( the problem which is
often referred to as prepro—
gramming of the temporal or-
ganization of speech signal
being part of a more general
problem of synthesis ( gene-
ration) of prosodic patterns
of an utterance;
-the determination of speech
signals used in the informa-
tion exchange between lingu—
istic and physiological 1e-
vels of speech analysis and
synthesis;
-the determination of the
rules for the conversion of
transformation of the rhyth-
mic patterns of an utterance
into real time intervals bee
tween articulatory positions
and movementsifl.

\As a result on the data pro-'
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csssing it was demonstrated
that the level of subsound „
segments allowed us to es-
tablish a specific temporal
correlation between such se-
gments as,for instance,a vo-
iceless occlusion and rolle.
wing frication. In Swedish
a tendency was observed for
establishing a statistical
relevant correlation between
the duration of a voicdess
occlusion of a tense occlu-
sive consonant and the dura.
tion of the following frica
tion segment.In Danish a re-
gular correlation was traces
between the duration of the
frication segment of a tens.
occlusive consonant and the
duration of the following
and the preceding vowelsEZL
It was demonstrated that the
consonant and vowel segments
are characterized by diffe-
rent degrees of a sufficierr
tly reliable temporal corre;
lation. Thus, for instance,
it was proved that in Ger -
man and English exists a ne
gative temporal correlation
between sound segments in
the VC - sequence.The Eng-
lish language was characte-
rized with the negative tem-
poral correlation between
the vowel and the follow-
ing consonant in the sylla-
ble and phonetic word irres-
pective of its position in
sentence.ln German the cor-
relation of the same type
was revealed for the seque-
nce “ vowel-consonant",but
it was mainly observed in
the final position of sen-
tence. it should be neted
that this data were gotten
for two-syllable words with
a short stressed vowel. For
the long stressed vowels in
German there exists tempo
rel correlation between a
long vowel and a preceding
consonant.No such correla-
tion was observed between a
long vowel and a following
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consonant. The temporal co—
rrelation established for
the "vowel-consonant" sequ-
ence underwent no substan-
tial change dependent on po .
sition,whish show a rela-
tive stability of the tem-
poral relations between the
sound segments which form
closed syllables in the lan
guages. The data obtained
indicate that the pattern
of temporal compensation at
the microsegmentation level
is not substantially modifi
ed even in those cases,when
the sound — and subsound se
quencc becomes part of a
rhythmic structure of a hi
gher linguistic order.This
rule is typical for connec-
ted speech_in German and
English.In'Swedish the si-
tuation is somewhat diffe-
rent, and the temporal cor-
relation may be registered
for sequences of sound se-
gments "consonant-vel",
as well as for sound segme-
nts "vowel-consonant".This
type of temporal correlati-
on was observed not only in
different words but also
within the same word. In Da
nish the temporal correla-
tion should be noted betwe-
en sound segments only in
the sequences "vowel-con-
sonant". It follows from
all that was said above "

that the temporal relation
at the level of microsegmen
tation within a syllable in

Vconnected speech is looser
in some languages and stron
ger in other languages.This
means, that the involvement
of sound segments into a sa
quence of the speech conti-
nuum may substantially no-
dify the type of the tempo-
ral relation between adjoi-
ning microsegments, or may
have no significant impact
leading to a temporal radi-
stribution.In the former

case, the temporal relation
between the constituents of

{a syllable is sufficiently
mobile, which brings about
new types of temporal corre
lation, while in the latter
case, the temporal relation
between the constituents is
sufficiently strong, which
preserves the relative in-
tegrity of the syllabic st
ructure in the connected
speech.This conclusion ap-
pears rather well-founded,
- which is an evidence of ’
natural flexibility of the
syllable as a fundamental
material quantum, on which
the whole speech "building"
places. For the medisegmen-
tation-positive temporal »„
correlation between sylla-
bles of different type wi-
thin a phonetic word is cha
racteristic of some langua-
ges. The temporal correla-
tion was observed between
CVO and CV-segments with-
in phonetic word.No corre-
lation was observed between
other types of syllable
combinations: CV -(c)c..v
within the same phonetic
words in utterances. The
comparison of duration da-
ta for vowel - sequences
in sentences in case of ma-
crosegmcntation'revealed a
positive temporal correla—
tion between them.The data
obtained suggest that the
duration or units of micro,
— medi-and macrosegmenta -
tion in connected speech
may be realised with diffe-
rent degrees of regularity
and hauihierarchic charac-
ter. It may be concluded
that the architectonic: of
a speech utterance does
not merely amount to a si-
mple sum of duration data
of a set of micro,-medi,-
macrosegments, but emer -
ges instead as a more cons
plex structure, comprisi-

ng some relatively autono -
mous units, the temporal or
ganization of which is pre-
determined by their own
micro,-medi—and macrosegme-
ntal properties, as well as
by the corrsponding proso-
dic properties of the who-
le speech structure in go-
neral 15].

4.00NCLUSION .
The variability of the pro
sodic organization 03 a ate
terance is brought about by
the interaction of the fol-
lowing factorszthe physio—
logical one as predetermi—
ned by the constitution of
human speech organs; the '
physiologically—linguistic
one as predetermined by the
laws'oficoartiCulation in
accordance with the'featu—
res of the pronunciation ba
sis of a given languagesthe
linguistic one as predeter-
mined by the phonemic,mor-
phemic and syntactic rules
of a languagesthe psycho -
linguistic one as predeter-
mined by the communication
act as a whole.The above
mentioned factors are over-
lapping in the process of
temporal programming and
all types of segmentation
of a spoken utterance.
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